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SQOOM concept  - Possibly the most elegant way to achieve visibly beautiful 
skin 

The revolutionary SQOOM concept consists of high tech gels; their ingredients are 
transported deeply into the skin in large amounts with a patented device which works with 
ultrasound, iontophoresis and a synchronic switching. High value anti-ageing gels supply 
naturally derived nutrients and moisture to the skin. Wrinkles and fine lines can be visibly 
reduced. 

 

The SQOOM Gels 
The product portfolio of SQOOM concept contains a variety of highly effective high tech gels 
which have been developed in cooperation with doctors and German research institutes. 
Two product lines, SQOOM xCential orange and SQOOM xCential blue, have been 
developed by the German Schick Medical GmbH under the direction of Dr. med. H.W. 
Christ.  

The product and gels were initially developed for medical use, for the treatment of skin 
disorders. The anti-ageing benefits were a very welcome side effect of the treatment which 
were discovered during effectiveness studies, and they led to the development of the 
SQOOM xCential orange gels which have been on the market in a number of European 
territories since 2009 and worldwide since 2012. 

 
Five SQOOM gels are part of the xCential Orange line:  

xCential H+ (hya), xCential deSpot, xCential cleanser, xCential booster und xCential 
acqua+.  All gels are used in combination with the device.  
High value anti-ageing gels supply naturally derived nutrients and moisture to the skin.  

Six SQOOM gels, also to be used with the SQOOM device, are available in the xCential 
Blue line which are ideal for skin problems and sensitive skin. 

 

SQOOM works deeply in the skin. 
„The basis of SQOOM concept are the gels which give the skin the important nutrients.“ 
explains Helmut Schick, CEO of Schick Medical GmbH. „SQOOM brings professional skin 
care treatments to average households. SQOOM users can enjoy the same quality 
treatment as in beauty salons in the comfort of their own homes and will notice an 
improvement in the appearance and feel of their skin. SQOOM helps your skin to 
regenerate, even with problem skin.“ 

The patented synchrone technology enables large amounts of regenerating active 
ingredients to be transported deeply into the skin. At the push of a button the transducer 
produces one million gentle vibrations per second, which penetrate all layers of the skin 
down to the dermis. In addition, the ultrasonic waves can activate their own production of 
collagen. Clinical studies from independent laboratories prove the high effectiveness of 
these components.     
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In total, seven microcomputer controlled programmes can be chosen on the SQOOM device. 
The hand held devices are developed in accordance with the European electro standards, 
have a titanium alloy transducer head and a long-life lithium/ion battery.  

 

 

About SQOOM 

SQOOM is now sold in more than 40 countries worldwide.  At least 80% of people who own 
a SQOOM set are convinced and happy with the results and continue to purchase gels on a 
regular basis. The company often receives correspondence from people who have seen a 
significant improvement of their skin – especially from users who have suffered from long 
term skin disorders and those who tried everything in the anti-ageing sector.  

SQOOM has won many awards since its launch. In 2010, SQOOM won the coveted 
European Business Award for Innovation, 2009 it was voted Product of the Year, and in 
2011 it won the European Health & Spa Award. 

 

For current price lists of all SQOOM products, please contact your local retailer or visit the 
SQOOM website www.sqoom.com.   

 

For more information on SQOOM, visit: www.sqoom.com. 

 

 

 


